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F. Bechstedt, Many-body approach to 
electronic excitations, Springer (2015)

How to describe this process from first principles?
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The Bethe-Salpeter Equation

Effective two-particle 
Schrödinger equation

Exciton binding 
energies 𝐸𝑏 = 𝐸𝜆 − 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝

Transition coefficient 
(oscillator strength)

Absorption spectrum



Effective Two-Particle Hamiltonian

diagonal term:

(independent particle)

direct term:

(attractive electron-hole interaction – screened Coulomb potential)

(repulsive term – unscreened Coulomb potential)
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Effective BSE Hamiltonian: 
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More on the BSE Hamiltonian
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diagBSE HHHH   2eff

(single-particle transitions)

Eck - Evk W = - ε-1 v

(screened Coulomb potential)(bare Coulomb potential)

v

ONLY local field effects “RPA”

ONLY screening effectstriplet

ONLY single-particleIP

singlet local-field + screening



Excitons in exciting

→ Calculation from BSE

→ Analysis and Visualization



BSE in exciting: Input file
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BSE in exciting: Input file

BSE calculation performed



BSE in exciting: Input file

ngridk

ngridq

define the k- and q-mesh for 
the BSE calculation

vkloff

determines the shift of the 
k-mesh to improve the 

sampling of the Brillouin 
Zone by avoiding the high-

symmetry points



BSE in exciting: Input file

Number of empty bands for 
calculating the response 
function



BSE in exciting: Input file

G-vector cutoff for the 
plane-wave matrix elements



BSE in exciting: Input file

Lorentzian broadening 



BSE in exciting: Input file

Scissors operator mimicking 
the quasi-particle gap



BSE in exciting: Input file

Energy window on which 
the spectrum is calculated



BSE in exciting: Input file

Calculation of the screened 
Coulomb potential

nempty



BSE in exciting: Input file

Specific parameters for BSE 
calculations



BSE Calculations in exciting

<BSE> … </BSE>

ʺIPʺ

ʺRPAʺ

ʺtripletʺ
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conduction 
bands

valence bands



BSE in exciting: Input file

Definition of the q-points

See Christian’s talk 
in 10 minutes!



BSE in exciting: Main Output Files

EPSILON/

EXCITON/

LOSS/

SIGMA/

…



BSE in exciting: Main Output Files

EPSILON/

LOSS/

SIGMA/

PROPERTY_BSE-type-TDA-BAR_SCR-full_OCXY.OUT(.xml)

PROPERTY EPSILON, LOSS, SIGMA

type singlet, triplet, RPA, IP

XY X,Y=1,2,3 tensor components

EXCITON_BSEtype_SCRfull_OCXY.OUT

solutions of the BSE diagonalization



Tutorial: Optical Spectrum of LiF



Optical Spectrum of LiF: 

The Importance of Excitonic Effects



Beyond the Tamm-Dancoff Approximation
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Beyond the TDA in practice

This attribute 
triggers the 
calculations 
beyond the TDA

Restart the 
calculation 
repeating only 
the steps that 
are needed



Optical Spectrum of LiF beyond the TDA



Breakdown of the TDA

B. Aurich, C. Vorwerk, C. Cocchi, and C. Draxl, preprint (2018)



Excitons in exciting

→ Calculation from BSE

→ Analysis and Visualization



Excitons from BSE

Effective two-particle 
Schrödinger equation

Two-particle 
wave function

Exciton weights



Electron-hole Wave-function

Six-dimensional object, depending explicitly on the 
coordinates of the electron and  of the hole

We plot a 3D object, obtained by 
fixing the position of the hole 

(or of the electron)



Store the Exciton Coefficients

Add extra element to store the 
exciton coefficients



Store the Exciton Coefficients

We store the first 5 excitons

λ = 1, …, 5



Store the Exciton Coefficients

The other option is to select an 
energy range for the excitons



Print the Exciton Coefficients

λ = 1, …, 5

Post-processing 
for plotting the 
excitons

How many 
excitons to be 
printed



Store and Print Exciton Coefficients

Post-processing 
for plotting the 
excitons

The other option is 
to select an energy 
range for the 
excitons to print



Exciton Wave-function Plot

Cutoff for the values of Aλ



Exciton Wave-function Plot

Exciton index λ

hole fixed



Exciton Wave-function Plot

hole block

electron block



Exciton Wave-function Plot

fixed position 
of the hole 
slightly shifted 
from the 
position of the 
fluorine atom

The position of the fixed hole (or electron) should 
reflect the character of the electron-hole pair!



Exciton Wave-function Plot

3D electron plot

supercell



Exciton Output Files

BEVEC_LAMBDAX.OUT

BEVEC_KSUM_LAMBDAX.OUT

excitonWavefunction-X-Y.xsf/.cube

index of the plotted coordinate index of the fixed coordinate



Exciton Wave-function Plot

hole position



Exciton Wave-function Plot

electron position



Plot of the Exciton Weights in k-space

Remember the band-structure plot!

λ = 1, …, 5



Exciton Output Files

bandstructure.dat

KPATH_BSE-singlet-TDA-BAR_SCR-full_QMT001_LAMBDAX.OUT

KPATHEXC/

exciton index



Plot of the Exciton Weights



See You in the Computer Lab for an 

exciting Tutorial Session!

Thank you!


